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About Legendary Adventure DMC
Welcome to Portugal! Let us show you
what we can offer in this exceptional
part of the world - peaceful, surprising,
little known, multifaceted and
beautiful!
Legendary Adventure is a travel agency
and DMC specialised in Eco Tours that
gathers players from different tourism
branches. We have been on the market
for decades now, but we've decided
that we're stronger together.

certified guides, and reliable services of
accommodation, transport and
restaurants.
We perform as an umbrella,
congregating niche companies that are
the best at their areas. We've partnered
with talented companies to deliver you
a successful experience all around.

We also believe that responsible tour
operators will safeguard the long-term
economic development of tourism and
We've travelled thousands of miles to
preserve the inland and coastal areas
generate unique ideas to our programs, on which the industry depends.
and deliver the best holiday experience.
We look forward to promote Portugal
Being local, we have an intimate
as a great destination for nature and
knowledge of the culture, places and
adventure lovers, and our flexible
partners, and our team will tailor the
structure is able to accommodate
perfect program for your discerning
special requests and design tailor-made
clientele.
tours.
In our company, enjoy the best hotels
Imagine having one completely reliable
and restaurants, and avoid congested
tourist areas in favour of more secluded contact in Portugal to co-ordinate the
logistics of your programs and to
regions, sheltering legendary historic
provide you turnkey tours with
sites, splendid sceneries, and natural
everything thought and planned!
wonders, leaded by professional
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Arrive as a tourist, leave as a local
Legendary Adventure tailor made services are perfect
for all your clients: seniors, families, private groups and VIP’s
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What do we do?
We are able to provide from top quality personalised services to sun&beach packages, all designed for the special requirements
of your discerning clientele.
Guided Walking Tours

Boat & Fishing Tours

Hotels & Accommodation

Our guides are there to share their
knowledge, and ensure that each tour is a
safe and unforgettable experience for all.

There's plenty do to in our vast shore, either
your client is a skilled fisherman or just
eager to have it a go. Fully equipped and
safe boats, professional crew and skippers.

Legendary Adventure keeps privileged
relations with hotels in order to provide the
higher standards for the chosen range of
accommodation. All meals are either in the
hotels or in traditional restaurants,
according to the client's demands.

Self-guided Walking Tours
Bus Tours & Excursions
The client drives the adventure without
having to depend on groups. Our tours are
complete and most of all perfectly thought
through and organised.

Each of our tour itineraries includes all the
'must-do' sightseeing as well as unique and
unexpected experiences. Ideal for seniors,
families, private groups and VIPs.

Birdwatching
Heritage, Gastronomy & Wines
Portugal provides top-class birding at
almost any time of the year. Our guides are
friendly, professional and experienced, so
all levels of bird-watching ability and
expertise are well catered.

Themed tours to visit some of Portugal's
treasures, headed by knowledgeable
guides.
Golf Trips

Guided Bike Tours
Discover fantastic places with all details and
routes planned by us.

Portugal is considered one of the best golf
destinations of the world, and our intimate
knowledge of the area allows us to suggest
the best itineraries with the best prices.

Transfers & Transport
We provide a one-stop service for all the
transportation needs, either for airport
transfers, buses for excursions or transports
to ensure seamless tours.
Special Interest & Tailored services
We are always available to design tours
with particular specifications.
From the big picture to the smallest detail
we create outstanding and exciting
programs where every need is anticipated
and taken care of.
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We give your clients the best of Portugal
Nature, adventure, culture, fun...
... with no hassle or hidden costs!
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Why choose us?
For a professional service that exceeds your clients' expectations and that will enhance your reputation, Legendary Adventure is your
'on the ground' professional Destination Management Company in Portugal.
1. We provide unforgettable experiences
with no hassle or hidden costs

guides are knowledgeable, and our
products offer excellent value for money!

Our holidays mean that your client will
experience Portugal in a relaxed,
enjoyable manner. We take care of
accommodation, meals, transfers, and all
the logistics, making it a seamless
experience.

We live in Portugal year-round. We’re a
Portuguese company, support the local
economy and know the area intimately,
guaranteeing your client the best routes,
activities and a seamless holiday.
Our trips are specifically tailored to your
clients’ interests and abilities. Tell us what
they want to see, and we'll take them
there! We also offer the personal care
and attention that only a local company
can give. We make them find secret
places and special moments off the
beaten path and discover the areas others
do not know about. We offer special tours
that tell the story behind the scenery!

2. We invest time in researching new and
innovative ideas, and tailor bespoke
itineraries for groups of all sizes
Our tours are carefully designed by
professional guides, that will provide your
client cherry picked tours, far from the
crowded touristic sites, and way off the
beaten track! We select hotels and
restaurants with the environment in
mind, often locally owned, hiring regional
staff, and using local products. We
prioritize responsible travel all the way,
trying to leave a light footprint on the
places we visit.
3. Our insider access is unparalleled, our

4. Our company is fully licensed and
accredited by Institute for Nature
Conservation and Biodiversity and
Portugal Tourism Bureau
Trust us your clients and soon you’ll find
them in our repeated client’s base,
returning for more fantastic experiences!
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